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An anomalous phonon peak that appears only in the superconducting state has been reported for nonmag-
netic intermetallic superconductor RNi211B2C ~R5Y, Lu!. In the present paper, we shall demonstrate that
another rare-earth borocarbide ErNi211B2C seems to show similar phonon anomalies. A spectral weight transfer
from the above-lying TA phonon mode to the aforementioned peak was rather small, but it is consistent with
the theoretical prediction for the system with smaller 2D/Eph ratio. Combining the present results with those
observed in the other borocarbide systems, we suggest that such a phonon anomaly might be a common
phenomenon for superconductors with a strong nesting feature of the Fermi surface.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.212503 PACS number~s!: 74.25.Kc, 74.70.DdA family of intermetallic borocarbide superconductors
RNi2B2C (R5Y and Lu! is an attractive class of materials
due to their relatively high superconducting transition tem-
peratures Tc , ~e.g. Tc up to ;16.5 K for R5Lu), and to the
coexistence of the magnetic ordering with the superconduct-
ing state for compounds with magnetic rare-earth ions ~e.g.,
Ho, Er!.1 The crystal structure of the borocarbide family at
room temperature is of tetragonal I4/mmm symmetry whose
layered structure leads to an expectation of a possible two-
dimensional character, being similar to the high-Tc cuprate
superconductors.2 Electronic band calculations indicate,
however, that this family is composed of a three-dimensional
d-band metal with a relatively high density of states of the Ni
3d bands at the Fermi energy EF , and that the superconduc-
tivity is mediated by the conventional electron-phonon-type
mechanism.3–5
With use of the neutron scattering technique, we previ-
ously reported that YNi211B2C (Tc514.2 K) gives rise to an
anomalous sharp peak at ;4 meV in its phonon spectra in
the superconducting state.6–9 This peak is gradually sup-
pressed by applying a magnetic field, and vanishes above
Hc2. From its response to the external field and temperature,
we concluded that this peak is intimately associated with its
superconducting state. The peak energy ;4.0 meV is very
close to a BCS superconducting gap 2D53.5kBTc;4.3 meV,
and the anomaly is located at a wave vector that corresponds
to the nesting vector of the Fermi surface of this compound.
In addition, by a survey of equivalent positions in the Q
space, we identified this peak to be of phonon origin with
polarization parallel to the @001# axis and with a propagation
vector @100#. Furthermore, we demonstrated that this peak
grows by absorbing the spectral weight of the above-lying
transverse acoustic phonon mode, and that the sum of the
intensity of two peaks are conserved ~the sum rule of the0163-1829/2002/66~21!/212503~4!/$20.00 66 2125phonon intensity!. These results strongly indicate that the
anomalous peak is related to the nesting of the Fermi surface
and to the above-lying transverse acoustic phonon mode.
Following our work, a similar phonon anomaly was also
~re-! confirmed in the superconducting state of LuNi2B2C
and YNi2B2C.10–12
Allen et al.13 extended the calculation of the phonon self-
energy effect to the region of a finite q, and obtained the
phonon resonance peak at E52D and the sum rule of the
spectral weight between the resonance peak and above-lying
phonon peak. This theory, however, does not incorporate the
nesting feature of the Fermi surface.
Kee and Varma, on the other hand, proposed a different
mechanism to explain the anomalous phonon peak.14 They
calculated an electronic polarizability near extremum vectors
of the Fermi surface and showed that this phonon peak may
appear in the superconducting state with energy just below
the superconducting gap 2D. Their theory also demonstrated
that a phonon spectral weight is transferred from the above-
lying phonon to the resonance peak, being consistent with
our experimental results and interpretations. We should note
here that there are, however, some discrepancies between the
theoretical predictions and the experimental results. In the
theory, the energy of the anomalous peak cannot exceed its
superconducting gap energy 2D so that the temperature de-
pendence of the energy position of this peak should follow a
BCS-like curve. The temperature dependence of 2D observed
by tunneling spectroscopy shows a BCS-like curve.15 On the
other hand, the temperature dependence of the energy posi-
tion of this peak observed by neutron scattering shows al-
most temperature-independent behavior.
In order to understand the phonon anomaly in the super-
conducting state, it is very important to further accumulate
reliable experimental results, and examine the consistency©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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theory predicts that a transfer of the spectral weight from
the above-lying phonon to the anomalous peak becomes
smaller, when the 2D/Eph becomes smaller where Eph is the
energy of the above-lying phonon peak. Therefore, it is very
useful to perform an experimental test of such a theoretical
prediction by employing another system with a different
ratio of 2D/Eph . In the following, we shall report inelastic
neutron scattering results on the ErNi211B2C system. The
superconducting gap energy 2D of our ErNi211B2C sample
(Tc58.6 K) is ;2.6 meV, which can be estimated as 2D
53.5kBTc from the BCS theory for a weakly coupled super-
conductor. We found that the inelastic intensity at around ;3
meV shows a small increase in the superconducting state.
The spectral weight transfer of the cross section is unclear
but is fully consistent with the theoretical prediction for the
system with a small 2D/Eph value as explained below.
Note that ErNi211B2C undergoes a spin density wave
~SDW! transition at ;6 K, whose magnetic structure was
determined to be a transversely polarized planar sinusoidal
type with a propagating wave vector q50.553a* by neutron
diffraction measurements.16,17 The magnetic transition at TN
is accompanied with a structural tetragonal-to-orthorhombic
transition.18 Furthermore, the coexistence state between
weak ferromagnetism ~WFM! and superconductivity below
TWFM;2.3 K was suggested by magnetization and specific
measurements,19 and was microscopically confirmed by uti-
lizing polarized and unpolarized neutron scattering
techniques.20–22 In a previous paper, we determined a precise
magnetic structure in the WFM state, where one from twenty
Er moments contributes the WFM order.23 We would like to
stress here that ErNi2B2C is the first material in which a
stable coexistence of the WFM with superconductivity was
microscopically confirmed.
For the present neutron scattering experiment, we used
large single crystals of ErNi211B2C ~total volume of
;1 cm3). The single crystals were grown by a floating zone
method, and a detailed procedure was previously reported by
Takeya et al.24 The superconducting transition temperature
of our sample was determined to be 8.6 K ~midpoint! with a
transition width of 0.4 K by magnetization measurements.
Note that Tc of our sample is about 2 K lower than the one
obtained by the flux method. Very recently it was found that
the annealing process raises Tc up to 10.5 K but causes no
change for TN and TWFM . We interpreted that metallurgical
microstructures in the crystal decrease Tc . The results in the
present paper were taken with the nonannealed sample (Tc
58.6 K).
Inelastic neutron scattering measurements were per-
formed with the triple-axis spectrometer GPTAS ~4G! in-
stalled in the JRR-3M research reactor at Japan Atomic En-
ergy Research Institute, Tokai, Japan. The spectrometer was
operated in a constant k f mode with a final neutron momen-
tum of k f53.825 Å21. The ~002! reflection of pyrolytic
graphite ~PG! was utilized as monochromating and analyzing
the neutron energy. A PG filter was placed to reduce higher-
order contaminations. A combination of collimators of
208-408-408-408 or 408-808-808-808 was selected at standard
positions from inpile to detector. The sample was oriented21250with their @010# axis vertical to the scattering plane, and it
was set in an aluminum can with exchange He gas, and was
mounted to a liquid-He-type cryostat. The sample tempera-
ture ranging from 1.45 K to 300 K was controlled within an
accuracy of 0.1 K. In the present study, we measured scat-
tering profiles along Q5(q ,0,8), (12q ,0,7), and (1
2q ,0,9) by constant-Q and constant-E scans with neutron
energy transfer DE,20 meV. In this energy range and Q
positions, one can observe the transverse acoustic and
lowest-lying optical phonon peaks that belong to the same
D4 symmetry.
The dispersion curves for these two phonon branches at
300 K and 10 K are summarized in Fig. 1. For q,0.4, two
branches show little temperature dependence. By contrast,
the first optical branch for q.0.4 shows a large softening of
the energy and a broadening of the width. Because of these,
it is difficult to determine the energy positions of these two
branches separately at low temperatures, and such a region is
indicated by a hatch in Fig. 1~b!. The softening is strongest at
around q;0.55 which corresponds to the nesting vector of
the Fermi surface of this compound.25 Therefore, the soften-
ing should be attributed to the Kohn anomaly as was done in
the previous studies. In addition, a crystal field excitation
peak was clearly observed at E56.0 meV at low tempera-
ture.26 With further lowering temperature below Tc , we no-
ticed a very weak increase of intensity at around (0.55,0,8)
at the energy transfer of ;3 meV, which is marked by an
open thick cross symbol in Fig. 1~b!.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of phonon
profiles at selected temperatures observed at ~0.548, 0, 8! and
~0.452, 0, 9! with an energy transfer of ;2 meV,DE,20
meV. At 300 K, the profile at ~0.548, 0, 8! shows a large peak
at 13 meV with a shoulderlike feature at 9.5 meV, while that
at ~0.452, 0, 9! consists of one peak at 9.5 meV. The differ-
ence of the profiles is due to the difference of the cross
section at these two Q positions. By comparing two profiles,
one can easily determine positions of two respective peaks.
The peak at higher energy is identified as the first optical
phonon mode. This optical phonon peak shows a drastic soft-
FIG. 1. Dispersion curves for phonon excitations at 300 K ~left!
and 10 K ~right!, respectively. The energy position of the anomalous
peak, which is observed only below Tc , is indicated by a thick
cross symbol in the right panel. For more details, see text. Solid
curves are guides to the eye.3-2
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acoustic mode below 100 K. In addition, with further de-
creasing temperature, an additional peak due to the crystal
field excitation emerges at E56.0 meV. At 10 K, a very
broad peak at ;9.0 meV and a rather sharp peak at ;6.0
meV were observed. Furthermore, by careful examination of
the phonon profiles in a right-bottom panel, we recognized a
subtle increase of the scattering intensity at around 3 meV
below Tc . The energy position of the change ;3 meV is
very close to the superconducting gap energy ;2.6 meV cal-
culated for this material, indicating a similar phonon
anomaly occurs in ErNi211B2C.
As mentioned above, however, the system shows a struc-
tural phase transition at TN;6 K, which causes a change of
the crystal symmetry from tetragonal to orthorhombic ~a
change to the lower symmetry!.18 Therefore one can expect
that the lift of the degeneracy can give rise to a new phonon
branch at E;3 meV. In order to check whether or not the
increase of the intensity at 3 meV is related to the structural
transition at TN , we measured the temperature dependence
of the peak intensity at Q5(0.548,0,8) and E53.25 meV,
and the result is shown in Fig. 3. The result indicates that the
intensity increases at Tc but not at TN .
Furthermore, although a spectral weight transfer from
the above lying TA phonon peak to the anomalous peak
is clearly observed in the YNi211B2C and LuNi211B2C cases,
FIG. 2. Phonon profiles of a constant-Q scan observed at Q
5(0.548,0,8) and ~0.452, 0, 9! in ErNi211B2C. Curves are guides to
the eye. By taking account of systematic errors in inelastic neutron
scattering experiments, we adopt 3s as a size of error bars.21250it is not so clear in the present case and the intensity of
the anomalous peak is relatively small. The aforementioned
theory suggests, however, that the spectral weight transfer
is smaller in the system with a smaller 2D/Eph value.14
The ratio 2D/Eph is ;0.6 for YNi211B2C and ;0.3 for
ErNi211B2C. Therefore, the present result is not inconsistent
with this prediction.
With these considerations, we conclude that the change of
inelastic intensity at ;3 meV is attributed to the same pho-
non anomalies which observed in the Y and Lu
borocarbides.6–12 In conclusion, inelastic neutron scattering
measurements on 11B-substituted ErNi211B2C were per-
formed with large single crystals. Below Tc , a change of
inelastic intensity with a phonon character was observed at
around Q5(0.55,0,8) and with E;3.0 meV. The energy is
very close to the its superconducting gap 2D;2.6 meV of
ErNi211B2C. Although the transfer of the cross section from
the above-lying phonon mode to the anomalous peak is less
distinct in the Er compound, it is consistent with theoretical
predictions for phonon anomalies for the system with a small
2D/Eph value. The present results indicate that the change in
ErNi211B2C is again related to its superconducting state, and
the accumulating results establish that the anomalous peak is
a common feature in the superconducting borocarbide sys-
tems.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of scattering intensity at Q
5(0.548,0,8) and with E53.25 meV. The curve is drawn for a
guide to the eye. By taking account of systematic errors in inelastic
neutron scattering experiments, we adopt 3s as a size of error bars.1 For review, see Vol. 14 of NATO Advanced Study Institute Series
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